REGULATION REPORT

The Law Society began to appreciate
in the 1980s that whilst clients
generally took for granted that their
solicitor would advise appropriately
on the law and meet ethical standards
such as keeping their information
confidential and not acting where
there was a conflict of interests, what
really irked them was not being given
adequate, or any, information either on
how their matter would be conducted
and the costs. To help firms get things
right, the SRA and before that, the Law
Society, have over the years issued
Codes, rules, and guidance to drive
improvements.
It is, therefore, far more instructive
to look at what has been said earlier
in Codes and rules to draw up a
checklist. These are some of the
basics they suggest in terms of
information to give clients:
• Who will be dealing with the client’s
work, their status, how they can be
contacted (including who in their
absence) and their supervisor.
• The exact nature of the retainer – what
work is included/what not
• How the matter will be conducted:
- Options for proceeding
- What the various steps are likely to be
- Importance and effect of relevant
documents
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An analysis
of complaints
from the 1970s
when they were
investigated by
the Law Society
until the present
day reveals
a depressing picture. Over the
decades, it is the same issues
that repeatedly frustrate clients.
These are delay, failure to keep
clients properly informed over
the conduct of their matters and
failure to inform clients about
costs. The ramifications from
these failures include disciplinary
action in the SDT, compensation
awarded to the clients by
the Legal Ombudsman and
negligence claims. However, the
stakes are now likely to become
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even higher as the SRA and other
regulators are being encouraged
by the Competition and Markets
Authority and the Legal Services
Board to work towards providing
information about the quality
of legal services provided by
firms. The intention is that this
will complement information
currently required by the SRA
Transparency Rules about costs,
regulatory protections, and
complaints procedures.
Digital review and comparison
sites for legal services are
already operating with mixed
results in terms of the reliance
and trust that the public places
in them. These ese are being
kept under review by the SRA.
Client surveys still apparently
show that word of mouth is

the most effective form of
getting new business but online
reviews are set to have much
wider audiences. Poor service
standards could do untold
damage to a firm’s business and
its reputation.
The SRA is also developing,
in conjunction with other legal
services regulators, the Legal
Choices website which provides
information for prospective clients
about different types of lawyer,
how they are regulated, how to
access their services and what
to expect from them. This is all
intended to drive access to justice
and improve competition. One of
the pieces of the jigsaw not yet
in place is how to enable clients
to evaluate the quality of the
legal services on offer and what

information they need to help them do
this. This is something the SRA, other
legal services regulators, and the LSB
are currently discussing.
In the light of these probable future
developments, now is a good time for
firms to review their service standards,
including client complaints, to assess
what could be improved. To help with
this, a look back at what has been said
on this subject in previous rules and
guidance is informative.
What should firms focus on in terms
of standards?
The current Standard 3 in the 2019
Code of Conduct does not really help
in that it just requires, in essence,
that service delivered by firms
should be competent and timely.
Standard 8 additionally requires that
clients be given the best possible
information about overall costs with
appropriate updates. It also contains
the information that must be provided
about complaints handling. There are
further specific requirements about
costs and complaints handling in the
SRA Transparency Rules.

- Timescales
- Updates - what the client will be told,
and when, about progress
- If any delay – why and for how long
- Possible contingencies which might
affect the conduct of the matter
• Costs:
- The basis of remuneration – fixed
fee, what work included/what
excluded in fixed fee, hourly rate,
variable rates, likely overall cost,
- How invoiced – costs on account,
interim billing how often/at what 		
stages, final bill
- Source of funds – private, legal aid,
ATE/BTE, CFA/DBA
• Completion of a matter and the need to:
- Account for funds held – advise if any
money retained and why

Much of this should appear in a client
care letter, the terms of business or
documents like a “Client Charter”
which some firms have adopted. The
information should be clearly presented
in a way that each individual client
can understand. Where clients are
vulnerable because of age, language
problems, learning difficulties or for
whatever reason it may be necessary
to talk through key issues with them or
take other steps to ensure they are clear
about what is to happen. Most firms now
give clients appropriate information at
the outset but then fall down because
they fail to keep them updated where
problems arise and delays occur.
In the knowledge that there is likely to
be much more public scrutiny of service
standards, it would be prudent for all
firms to check when time permits that
their clients are indeed getting a good
service. Documents like client care
letters, terms of business and websites
should be reviewed regularly in any
event. This could be done in conjunction
with other checks such as file reviews
to ensure the firm is delivering what it
promised. Complaints can also throw
up recurring problems and reviewing
these would complete the picture. The
reverse side of the coin are testimonials
that evidence good service and learning
what pleased clients obviously helps the
process.
If any further impetus is needed for a
review of service standards there have
been a number of cases before the SDT
in recent times where practitioners have
failed to provide a proper standard of
service to their clients. Most common
examples before the Tribunal are where
the fee earner has not progressed
the case and then lies to the client to
conceal his or her failings. In 2021 so far
we have seen a solicitor failing to update
clients who were facing a repossession
of their property and respond to
requests for information; telling clients
that settlement monies were on their
way when the solicitor had not actually
negotiated a settlement and finally lying
to the client about the progress of the
case.
The time is right therefore for a review
once firms are back in their offices and
can focus on this important aspect
of their practice. And do remember if
something does go wrong then the fact
that regular reviews are undertaken
will act as a mitigating factor in any
investigation or claim involving the SRA;
LeO or insurers.

- Explain archiving of file and future
access
- Return client’s property and papers
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